
 LAW 8: Team Player ~ Don’t inspire to be the best player on the team, but to 
be the best for your team.

Explanation of Law: Being a Team Player means you are able to set aside your personal 
goals to work together as one group to reach a common goal everyone has.  Being a team 
player as a Storm Team Member means you are also a part of the entire martial arts 
school team and work as a group within those larger goals.  

Effects of Law: Many of times it’s more fun to work in a team atmosphere then on your 
own. You know you have others to lean on and you know they have your back if 
something doesn’t go right. The best part is the great feeling knowing you are a part of a 
team working on a goal much bigger than your own. You and your skills are needed in a 
specific way on the team and if one person doesn’t play well with others than it makes 
accomplishing that big goal much more difficult.  

Examples of Law:  
1. Making sure everyone on your team has a chance to “play” or use his or 

her skills/knowledge. 
2. Asking a teammate for help with something even if you are not sure if you 

need the help.  
3. Showing your team you are care about the goal and want to work with 

them to win. 
4. Being understanding of challenge’s that might change the original plan the 

team had.  
5. Picking up the extra work right away if a teammate falls behind on a task. 
6. Listening to your entire teams opinions and thoughts along with sharing 

your own. 
7. Always ready and willing to help. 

Ninja Tip: NOT COMPLAINING! Try to not complain while working in a team, keep it 
to yourself or speak privately with a head coach about any real issues. When you 
complain it makes the process of accomplishing the goal slower and harder to deal with.  
You might not 100% enjoy everyone on your team all the time but complaining about 
them isn’t the best way to reach your goals. 

Law Training: Lets play the team building game, GUESS ME! Everyone write down (A 
coach can do this instead also) very well known super celebrity names on small sheets. A 
coach will then choose a name and tape that persons name on a Storm team member’s 
back. You do not know your celebrities name but everyone else can see it. You have to 
guess and ask questions about who you think your person is, BUT you can only ask 
questions that your teammates can answer YES or NOW to. Example: “Am I a 
male?”(YES/NO), instead of “Am I a male or Female?”(WRONG!).  Have Fun! 
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Conclusion: As a part of the Storm Team it should feel pretty great knowing you are a 
valued and respected as a part of the bigger martial arts team at your school.  Working on 
your teams goals will help accomplish the entire schools goals in and around your 
community. So remember, every person has a role to play and it’s very important to play 
at your very best FOR the team! 


